Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for all of your history presentations. I loved the presentations of China
and Russia (I still remember Peter the Great) and the Egyptian presentation which I believe
you presented in 6th grade. Your history one this year was fun. You told us amazing things
our text book might not have told us. I appreciate your love of history and art history and all
your knowledge. I hope you keep on learning, collecting, and presenting your knowledge for
many years to come!!!!!
Sincerely,
Nisha
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for coming to our school and teaching us more about history and the
Civil War. I really liked Johnny Clem and how he became a general at 12! I hope I will see
you again soon.
Charlotte
Hart Middle School
Dear. Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for coming to my school and teaching me more about the Civil War with
you great presentation. I think you are a great speaker and will miss your presentations in
high school! Hopefully, they will let you come and speak more in the history department. I
wish you the best with your speeches and hope to see you in the future.
Thank you again,
Lea
Hey Mrs. P!
I really enjoyed your presentation. History usually isn't very exciting to me and is probably my
worst subject in school but you made it fun and exciting. I learned so many things about the
Civil War that I never knew about. I actually understood everything that you were talking
about and enjoyed it! Who knew that history could be so cool?
Sierra
Hart Middle School

Dear Mrs. P,
I really love your presentations. One of my favorites was the Chinese emperor one. I liked
how you told that the great wall of china was built in 7 years and how that a tomb possibly
has 300 crossbows shoot you when you open the tombs doors. I thought that was really cool.
Just wondering, but have you done a presentations on the Romans, the Spartans, or Attila the
Hun? (sorry, don’t know how to spell Attila the Hun.) so all and all, I really enjoy your
presentations and I hope you keep doing them.
Thank You.
Adam (boy you met at Civil War presentation)
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for taking your time to come out to Hart Middle School! I really learned a
lot and am fascinated by a lot of the information you shared with us! The Civil War had so
many parts to it, and you did a wonderful job covering all of material. Although I enjoyed
everything, in particular I found it interesting when you explained how Abraham Lincoln was
killed. I always assumed he immediately died and that it took place in a movie theater. But
now I know the true story! I also liked learning the drummer boy! Overall your presentation
was fabulous!
Thank you again, and I hope to see you present again in High School!
Sincerely,
Christina, Hart Middle School
Mrs. P,
Dear Mrs. P thank you so very much for giving us some new knowledge on the civil war. I
hope I get to see you at the high school, If I don’t It was nice to know such a great Teacher.
Tyler
Thank you for coming to hart again for us 8th graders on last time, hopefully you will come
to stony next year, but if not thanks for helping us understand the history of the U.S. a little
better.
Stephanie

Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for your wonderful presentation of the civil war. I have always been a
huge fan of history, and it was great to learn the specific details of the war. I really had a
terrific experience.
Thanks again!
Bailey
Hart Middle School
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for coming in and speaking. I love your lectures. They are very interesting and I
love hearing the interesting facts that you have to share with us. I think these days that the
interest of history had gone down a bit, because kids just don't understand how much our
history matters. But I however, am enthused by all of it. Kind of like a history freak. Your
presentations are awesome and they make history freaks everywhere jump for joy! I believe
that you also touch the lives of people that don't like history. I especially enjoyed your civil
war and king tut lectures. Its amazing how much you teach in that little frame of time, and i
thank you for all of you hard work and time you put into those presentations. They are a treat,
and something that i would get excited for every year. Thank you so much and what you have
taught me is something that I will remember for the rest of my life.
Rachel
Hart Middle School Ms. Trecola's 6th hour history class
Hello,
I am one of the students who watched you present to us on Wednesday and Thursday. I
always like when you come in and give us a presentation. It really gives a new view on what
we are learning. Thanks
Mitchell
Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for coming to Hart to talk about the Civil War. All of your presentations
are so interesting, and I really enjoy listening to them.
Thanks again
Jen

Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you very much for coming to Hart Middle School and educating the 8th grade students
on the civil war. You helped and better described this historical event in American history and
explained the people who helped this country. I love having you come to our school about
events we should all know about!
Sincerely,
Samantha
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for doing presentations throughout the years. I am one of the students
who went to Baldwin and listened to you every year. All of your lectures were so interesting
and we especially loved the coloring sheets. Sometimes we were too young to understand
what the drawing was really of but we had fun coloring it while we listened to you. I really
respect that the older we get the more information you would share with us that just makes
me wonder what more there really is into the topic. My favorite presentation of yours was the
King Tut. Whenever I hear your name I always remember that one presentation and how
interesting that was to me and the whole class. Thanks again for putting up with us kids these
years and sharing your knowledge we really appreciate it. I hope to see you at Stoney Creek!
Bri
Hart Middle School 8th grader; Ms. Trecola's 6th hour History
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you very much for the Civil War presentation to my 8th grade class. It was very
entertaining and fun to watch. Thanks again.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Mr.Coats 6th hr.)
Dear, Mrs. P,
I want to say thank you for coming here last week and talking to us about the Civil War, as
well as the years before when you came in and talked about the ancient civilization. I am
intrigued, and I hope to see you again soon.
Sincerely,
Olivia

Dear Mrs. P,
I just wanted to say thanks for coming in to teach me about the civil war. I went to Baldwin
and I wanted to look at the pictures that you had scanned on ....but I was wondering if you
could send me the web address thanks!
From,
Jessica
Dear Mrs. P,
Thanks for presenting to us. The information was very fun to learn about. How do you
remember all that stuff?
Thanks again,
Jenna and Jen
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for coming to our school and teaching us about the Civil War in a way
that is more fun and effective than reading out of the textbook. I learned a lot about the war
that I didn't know before, and I learned about it from you and for that, thank you.
Maithreyi
Hello Mrs. P,
Thank you for coming in and teaching the 8th graders at Hart Middle School about the Civil
War. I sure learned a lot from your presentation.
Saule
8th grade student at Hart Middle School,
P.S. its (think of my name like Saul in the bible, and just add an e)
Hey Mrs. P,
Thank you for coming in and giving us all that wonderful information. I learned a lot of
things that I didn't know. I wish you could come in again.
Thanks again,
Cam

Thank you for coming to our school and giving us a presentation on the Civil War. You did a
great job and I learned a lot. I hope we will see you again in High School.
Thanks Again!
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for coming to Hart on Wednesday and Thursday! I learned a lot of interesting
facts. One other thing though- I'm not going to Stoney Creek next year. I'm planning to go to
Cranbrook Kingswood, the private school in Bloomfield. I was just wondering if you visited
that school.
Thanks again!!
Linda
Mrs. P,
I have enjoyed all the years you have come to teach me about history! Whenever you present,
I attain the information very well. You make history fun, exciting, unique, and easy! You
truly have a talent for teaching-- and presenting. I was very sad to hear from you that you
may not be able to come and present at Stoney Creek High school. Hopefully our grade can
do something about that to change the teacher's and principle's minds. I hope you enjoyed
presenting to our class as much as we enjoyed listening to you! I hope to see you again
sometime soon... but if not, I hope you and your family are well! Thanks again for everything!
Sincerely,
Nicole
Eighth grade student at hart middle school
Dear Mrs. P
Thanks for coming and presenting for us I enjoyed it and it was filled with lots of good
information. Thanks
Sincerely,
Michael

Hey Mrs. P,
Just want to say thanks for coming to Hart on Wednesday and Thursday. I really enjoyed it. I
especially liked the bit about Lincolns Wife, you wouldn’t happen to know if there are any
biography's on her? It's too bad we won't see you in high school. But thanks again and Good
luck on your future slide shows.
Sincerely,
Caitlin
Mrs. P,
I am so glad that you have come for so many years to teach us about important times in
American history. You make the lectures fun and exciting for everyone that listens. I learn so
much more when you teach me because it’s interesting and just amazing! I am sad
because you are not going to be coming next year in high school but I really had a lot of fun
when you were here. I just wanted to know if we could do something to change Stoney Creeks
mind about you coming to teach us more about the American History. If I don’t see you next
year hope you have a good one and thank you very much for the many good times.
Sincerely,
Kendra(an 8th grader at Hart Middle School)
I am an eighth grader in Mr. Coats' Fifth hour class. I am e-mailing you to thank you for your
wonderful presentations that you have given. Not just the one recently, but the presentations
from all three years that I have watched and listened to you speak. I hope you continue to do
these presentations for a very long time!
Zack
I would just like to say thanks for everything! I'm from Baldwin so I've known you for a
comparatively long time! I have been on your website and looked for my drawings and
appreciate the time you took to load them onto the computer! OH! As I remember, you
mentioned that you will not be coming to the high school, but I will not attending Stoney
Creek, I will be at the IA and I believe that the information that you teach would be extremely
useful there! at the IA they believe in innovative thinking and creative ways to learn. it would
be amazing if you could come in and teach the information at hand.
Thank you very much,
Marissa

Dear Ms. P,
Thank you for coming to Hart Middle School for a Civil War slide show. I really enjoyed
learning about the fact that you shared and plan on reading the books you mentioned: The
Boy's Wars, Distant Thunders, and the National Geographic book. I hope that Stoney Creek
Middle School will have you come in and talk more about World and American History.
Thank you once again for coming and spending your time with 8th graders at Hart Middle
School about the Civil War.
Thank You,
Paige
Thank you a lot for the great presentation about the Civil War. That was a very interesting
speech.
Thank you,
Grant
Thank you for presenting, I hope I will see you again
I learned more about the civil war from you then that special on the history channel
Steffen
Thank you for coming to hart middle school and presenting it was a very good presentation
and it was fun I liked the part where you told us about the little kid that joined the army
because it was very interesting once again, thank you.
Dear Mrs. P,
We really appreciate it that you came to our school to take us out of class to hear a very
interesting presentation. Everyone who has been to any of your presentations has been
hooked for the whole time. We respect the people who fought and died for our country.
Thank you for giving us a wonderful two day presentation.
Sincerely,
Ramamurthy & Nick

Dear Mrs. P,
I enjoyed the picture you showed me of a boy that had a rifle bigger than him. I liked how you
told us about Johnny Clem it was interesting that the boy lived through all those fights. He
was great and short what a connection. He was so so so brave!! I loved the whole
presentation.
Mrs. P,
This is from your former neighbor Nic. This last presentation of yours was the best of them
all. The best part was how Josh that little 9 year old got to be a lieutenant in the army and
was allowed in at that young of age. Another part was when the amazement of all the great
causalities and the graves dug, it wasn't fair just to lay the bodies on the ground and cover
with dirt then after rain they are exposed to sunlight again, they should
Sincerely
Nic
Thank you for coming to Hart Middle School for your Civil War presentation.
I enjoyed the whole thing, but I particularly enjoyed the part about the drummer boy who
became an officer and the guy that said," The war started in my yard and ended in my parlor."
I like the ironic and cool parts of history like those listed above.
Mitchell
Dear Mrs. P,
It was really great having you here. I really enjoyed hearing all your speeches throughout the
year. There was something about the way you did them that made them interesting to hear.
It's sad that I won't be able to see you again but I hope someday I will. You were
aaaaaaaaamazing!!
Heather
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for doing the picture presentation. It was awesome! You are fantastic at what you
do and I hope that you continue to do it.
Sincerely,
James

Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for taking the time to teach Hart Middle School all about the Civil War. We
looked forward to your presentation and were not at all disappointed. We really enjoyed
learning about Johnny Clem. How he survived the Civil War is amazing! Also about how he
became an officer at such a young age. We also enjoyed how President Lincoln still decided to
become president even though the country was in a tough situation. Thanks again for giving
us more knowledge on the Civil War.
Sincerely,
Brooke and Karlena
Dear Mrs. P,
The little drummer boy Timmy was really interesting since he was only seven years old but
was still able to join the army. I really liked the picture of the cemetery which just showed
part of the people that died in the one battle. I liked all the things you always brought to your
presentations. I would like to thank you one last time for coming to Hart and taking your time
to put the presentation together and show us everything that you have learned.
From Emily and Zarnab
Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for coming to Hart and doing the Civil War presentation. We all enjoyed
it! I learned so much more about the Civil War then a thought i ever would! I went to
Baldwin Elementary and have been seeing your presentations since 3rd grade, and every year
they seem to get more and more interesting! Keep doing what your doing and us hope to see
you in high school, teaching us about more cool things!
Much love,
Leah & Erin
Thank you so much for the wonderful presentation about the Civil War. We all enjoyed it
very much. I learned a lot from you over the years. Thanks again :)
Ben

Thank you for coming to Hart so many times and giving us information on historical events.
We really thought the Civil War presentation was really good and kept us into it the whole
time. We hope we get to see you many more times in high school. Thanks again!
Sincerely,
Sean and Trevor
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for the presentation on the Civil War. Over the years we have always
loved the times you come in to talk to us. I hope to see you in high school. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Ben and Kyle
8th Graders at Hart Middle School
Dear Mrs. P,
I liked your presentation a lot. I learned a ton of new information. My favorite part was
when you taught us about Johnny Clem. That was a very interesting story because Johnny
was just a little boy, yet he was allowed to be in the military. I am disappointed that i might
never get to see you again.
Love,
Mitchell and Nathan
Dear Mrs. P,
THANK YOU for coming in and talking to our class. It really gave us information that we
wouldn’t have had otherwise. Your dad was right, what you're doing is really special and is
something you should be proud of doing.
Thank You
Calvin & Josh

Dear Mrs. P,
I LOVED your presentation. It was very interesting and well developed. I loved the part about
Johnny the little drummer and how he grew up to be a great officer. I also liked how you
added a bunch of information about how Michiganders helped win the war for the North. It
was very fun and interesting.
Thanks,
Natalie
Thanks so much for coming to teach use about the Civil War. My name is Justin and I really
enjoyed you presentation. Hope you can come in the future.
Hello Mrs. Picture Lady
Thank you so much for coming all these years to my schools. It really meant a lot and all the
info you shared was just amazing and interesting. You should teach at our school. You
would know so much and you would be wayyyyyyy more fun than our regular teachers. I
want to see the Egyptian presentation one more time!
Thanks so much!
Hannah
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for coming to hart middle school. you have made learning so fun for me.
I always look forward to seeing your presentations. It has been a pleasure for me to see your
presentations over the years. Hope to see you soon.
Zoe
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you so much for visiting our school. I learned a lot while you were hear, and it is fun
to hear what you have to share. I never got bored, and I thought all that you had to present
was very interesting. I hope that I will see you again sometime at Stony Creek!
Hannah

Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for your presentation. It was AMAZING and very educational. thank you and I'm
looking forward to seeing you again!
Vedha
Thanks sooo much for coming to our school for 2 days it means a lot to me that people like
you take time to teach kids about the history of our country.
Logan
Dear Mrs. P,
I enjoyed your history presentation on the civil war. I wish you would visit the school more
often. You tell some very interesting facts and stories. I also enjoy the many pictures you
present. I hope to watch you again in High School at Stoney Creek.
Sincerely,
Eric
Thank you for coming in and presenting the American history to us. I like it how you show
the pictures and make it feel like I’m in the past experiencing what is going on. What I really
like about you presentation is that you show the pictures and explain it with detail. Thank
you and hope to see you some time in the future.
Sierra
Mr. Coasts 2nd hour
Hart Middle School
Dear Mrs. P,
Thanks a lot for telling me all about the history. A lot of the things you told me I probably
would never have learned in my life or would not have learned until much later. All the
things you taut me also helped me better understand what Mr. Coats was trying to teach me
and I felt much better about completing the quiz I took today on Monday.
Kyle

Hi my name is Danny I am in 8th grade and you probably don’t know me. I want to thank
you for coming into my school and presenting us all the good facts. What I like about you is
when you present you don’t keep the whole room sleeping you make us want to learn more. I
am really excited when you come to teach us. I know that I will not be seeing you on a yearly
basis but you will be missed.
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for coming to are school and talking to us. I’m very grateful for all the new
information that you had shared with me. Thank you again I hope you will continue this story
telling for years to come. Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Tristan
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for coming to Hart Middle School and sharing your vast knowledge on the
concept of the Civil War. Your presentation has brought me up to a whole new level of
understanding during that troubled time in America's history.
Thanks again for dedicating your time for the betterment of Michigan's youth education.
Sincerely,
Darian
Dear Mrs. P,
Thank you for taking your time to teach us about the history, for two days
Dear Mrs. P,
I very much enjoyed your presentation at Hart Middle School because I have been very
interested in the subject for a while and other historical topics. I hope to see you sometime at
Stoney Creek with even more information.
From,
Daniel

Thank you for always coming to our school and I’ll try to remember to tell Stoney about you
to bring you in. Thanks for doing a great presentation on the civil war come back next year
at Stoney.
P.s. please do something on Jessie James
Thank you for presenting on history for our class. The facts on the Civil War were very
interesting! Too bad can't see you in high school.
Dear Mrs. P,
I am Jake, a student at Hart Middle School, and I had the good fortune to see your civil war
presentation on Wednesday the 5th and Thursday the 6th of May and I enjoyed it very much.
The little boy Johnny is like a hero to me because he proved that you have to work to do what
you want. He was just a farmer and apparently had a boring life and when he found some
excitement he went for it without hesitation! And the idea of meeting the man you shot sends
chills down my spine! He really had guts and I believe we should put a statue of him next to
Lincoln's statue.
Mrs. P,
I really enjoyed all your presentations! I wish we could have more presentations in 8th grade!
And I hope you go to Adams High School, because I know you don’t go to SCHS. If you do go
to Adams, it’s just another reason to go to Adams instead.
Thanks for all I have learned!!!!
Katie
Hello my name is Matt. I am a 8th grader at Hart Middle School and I would like to thank you
for the wonderful presentation the other day. It was very informational and it was very
interesting. I wish I could be at another one of your presentations but sadly you don't present
at Stoney Creek. Thanks again.

Dear Mrs. P,
You’ve been so good to us over the past few years I don’t know if I could ever say thank you
enough. I remember back in 3rd grade when we used to draw pictures then make hats with
the paper! Over the past few years of our lives every times our teachers would say “Mrs. P’s
coming tomorrow” the whole class would cheer! We always knew you would make it fun for
all of us and we were never bored.
Lots of love,
Gia
Hello, my name is Michael. I wanted to thank you for coming to my school, hart, to talk about
the civil war. The best part was probably the dog tags.
Hi Mrs. P!
Many thanks to you for coming to teach us about the Civil War!
Regina
Hi Mrs. P.,
Thank you for coming in to our school and showing the slideshows.
Thank you Mrs. P. for providing us with the knowledge of the civil war. I believed that the
best part in your presentation was the slides about Johnny Clem. Thank you for everything
that you do for this school.
Thank you,
Aj & Blake
Thank you Mrs. P for all the wonderful presentations that you gave us since 6th grade. The
one on the Civil War was definitely my favorite, but all of them were excellent. You opened
my eyes to the wonders of history and all the amazing things that have happened in the past I
have never heard of.
Thank You
Yanni

